
A COMPACT1FICATION OF LOCALLY COMPACT SPACES

f. w. lozier1

Abstract. Every locally compact space X has its topology

determined by its 1-1 compact images and hence has a compacti-

fication {X obtained as the closure of the natural embedding of X

in the product of those images, just as the Stone-Cech compacti-

fication ßX can be obtained by embedding I in a product of

intervals. The obvious question is whether tjX=ßX. In this paper

we prove that fX=ßX if X either is O-dimensional or contains an

arc, and give an example in which £X?£ßX.

Preliminaries. All maps are continuous, and all compact and locally

compact spaces are Hausdorff. For any space X, let Jf(X) denote the set

of all 1-1 maps of X onto a compact space, let F=ü {f(X)\feJf(X)}

and let e:X-+Y be the evaluation map; if e is a homeomorphism then

clr e(X) is a compactification of X which we denote by £X. If X is locally

compact then e is necessarily a homeomorphism because for any closed

F^X there is an feJf(X) such that/(F) is closed in f(X): choose xeF,

let X' be the set X with the topology consisting of all open U^X such that

either x$U or X—U is compact, and letf:X—>X' be the natural map. Note

that, by a standard argument, £X is the smallest compactification of X to

which every feJf'(X) can be extended.

Proposition. Suppose that for any two disjoint zero-sets Zx and Z2 of

a locally compact space X there is a map f from X into a compact subspace Y

of X such that f(Zf) and f(Z2) have disjoint closures. Then £X=ßX.

Proof. Let e:ßX-*^X be the Stone extension of the embedding

e:X—>-l;X. Since e is a homeomorphism it follows that e(ßX—X) =

gX—e(X); hence we need only show that e{p)^e(q) for any two distinct

p, qeßX—X. Let A„ and AQ be the free z-ultrafilters on X converging to p

and q, respectively, choose disjoint ZxeAp and Z2eAQ, and let/and Y be as

hypothesized. Then let f:ßX-*Y be the Stone extension of /, let Y' =

f(ßX-X), let X' = (ßX-X)KjY', and define g:X'-+Y' by requiring that
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g(x) be f(x) or x according as xeßX—X or xeY'. Since ßX—X and Y'

are disjoint closed subsets of ßX, g is continuous. Therefore, since X' is

compact and Y' is Hausdorff, 3'={g~1(y)\yeY'} is a closed, upper

semicontinuous decomposition of X', i.e., |J {De3'\DC\F^ 0} is closed

for every closed fcA". As a consequence, if 3=3'kj{{x}\xeX— Y'} then,

for any closed Fe ßx,

\J {D e3 \ D n F ^ 0} = Fu (u {Dg^'I fln(Fn A") 5^ 0})

is closed in /?Ar, so that 3 is a closed, upper semicontinuous decomposition

of ßX. Thus, if /j is the projection of ßX onto the quotient space determined

by 3, then h(ßX) is Hausdorff and hence compact. Let k=h\X. Then

kGJf(X) so that there is a map £: fA'—►rc(A') such that k°e=k. Now

ZiG/ij, so that pedßXZx and hence g(p)=f(p)edf{Zx). Similarly,

g(q)ed f(Z2). Therefore, since cl /(Z,) and cl f(Z2) are disjoint, it follows

that g(p)¥:g(q) and hence, by the definition of /?, that h(p)^h(q). But

k°e and /; agree on the dense subset X of ßX so that k°e=h. Hence

e(p)^e(q), as required.

Corollary 1. If a locally compact space is Q-dimensional in the sense of

[3], then £X=ßX.

Proof. Any two disjoint zero-sets Z, and Z2 of X are contained in

disjoint open sets Ux and U2 whose union is X. Choose x,e(7i, let Y=

{xx, x2}, and define f:X^-Y by requiring/(;v:)=Xj if xellf.

Corollary2. If a locally compact space X contains an arc, then £X=ßX.

Proof. By assumption, there is a mapg: [0, 1]-»-Xsuch that g(0)^g(l).

For any two disjoint zero-sets Z, and Z2 of X, there is a map h:X-+[0, 1]

such that h{Z1)=0 and /7(Z2)=1. Let f=g°h.

Example. According to Cook [1] there is a nontrivial, compact,

connected space which admits no map into itself other than the identity

map and the constant maps. Let C be such a space and let a be the first

ordinal with card a>card C. Note that necessarily card a is uncountable.

Now let xx and x2 be distinct points of C, let p be a point not in C, and set

H=CX [0, a]x [0, a] and K={p}x [0, a]x [0, a]. Then

A = ({xx} X {a} X [0, a]) U ({x2} X [0, a] X {a})

is closed in H and the map 6:A^-K defined by requiring f((x, ß, y)) =

(p, ß, y) is continuous, so that [2, VI.6.1 and VII.3.4] the space Y=H\JeK

obtained by "attaching H to K by 0" is compact. Let Y' be the free union

of H and A'and let ip: Y'—»-Fbe the quotient map. Let

X' = Y' — ((C U {p}) X {a} X {a})
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and let X=y>(X'). Then Y-X=y>(Y'-X') is closed in Y, and hence

X is locally compact. Moreover, X is dense in Y so that, in order to

show that ßX=Y, it suffices to show that any f&C*(X) can be extended

to feC*(Y). But g=f°(y>\X')eC*(X') so that, by standard techniques

[3, 8L and 9K], one can show that there is a /3<asuch thatgis constant on

X'r\({x}x [ß, a]x [ß, a]) for all xeCU{p}. Hence g can be extended to

geC*(Y') by setting g({x, a, a»=g((x, ß, ß)). Moreover, g((xu a, a»=

g((xu ß, ß))=g({xu a, ß))=g((p, a, ß))=g((p, ß, ß))=gßp, a, a» and,

similarly, g{(x2, a, a))=g({p, a, a)) so that there is an/eC*(7)such that

f°y=g, the continuity of / following from the fact that y> is a quotient map.

Clearly/is the desired extension of/so that ßX=Y as asserted.

Now consider any /eJf(A'), let /: Y-^-f(X) be the Stone extension of/,

and let D=f-1(f(Y-X)). Then D is a closed subset of X with card D<=

card (Y— X)=card C<card a, so that is a closed subset of A" of

cardinality less than card a and hence, by a standard argument, compact.

Thus D is compact and hence a continuous image of Y— X under the

mapf~%of. But K—Xis just C with the points xx and x2 identified, so that

D is a continuous image of C under a map which is not 1-1. Therefore,

since every component of X is either a singleton or a homeomorph of C, it

follows that D consists of a single point. Thus f(Y—X) is a singleton so

that /can be extended to the one-point compactification of X obtained

by identifying Y—X into a point. Hence £X is just the one-point compacti-

fication of X; in particular, iX^ßX.

Remark. The obvious open problem is to find an internal character-

ization of the locally compact spaces X for which £X=ßX.
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